
LEARN HOW

SKILL LEVEL
Easy

SKILLS
Measuring, cutting vinyl,
spreading adhesive

TIME REQUIRED
Experienced: 2 hrs.
Handy: 3 hrs.
Novice: 4 hrs.

TOOLS
Paint roller and tray, chalkline, tape
measure, utility knife, straight edge,
notched trowel (if using adhesive),
floor roller, wallpaper roller.

MATERIALS
Vinyl tile, adhesive

PROJECT 
KNOW-HOW
Vinyl tile is made of
the same materials as
sheet vinyl, and you
can pick a pattern that
gives your room much
the same look as sheet
vinyl. However, with
vinyl tile, you can
choose different color
tiles to create borders
or checkerboard
patterns. You don’t
need a template of the
room to lay tile, and
you need not worry
about cutting seams.

INSTALL VINYL TILES TO GIVE 
YOUR FLOORS A NEW LOOK



LAYING TILES IN ADHESIVE
STEP 1

APPLY THE ADHESIVE
STEP 2
LAY THE TILES

FOR MORE PROJECTS GO TO HOMEDEPOT.COM/PROJECTS

Lay out the floor in quadrants with a chalk
line intersection in the center. Use the notched
trowel recommended by the manufacturer to
apply adhesive in one of the quadrants. Wait
about 15 minutes, and when the adhesive
feels tacky (but doesn’t stick to your hand), set
the first tile where the chalk lines intersect.
Depending on your design, plan on laying the
rest of the tiles with the arrows pointing the
same way, or at 90 degree angles.

Put the second tile
to one side of the
first tile, carefully
positioning it along
the chalk line and
tightly against the
first tile. Set it
exactly where you
want it to go—
sliding will cause
adhesive to roll
over the top of the
tile. Install the third
tile the same way
along the other
chalkline. Work
diagonally from
line to line to set
tiles in the
remaining adhesive.

You will probably need to cut the tiles against
the wall to fit. To allow for expansion of the
subfloor, cut the tiles to leave a 1/4" gap at
the walls. Lay out the cut by putting a 1/4"
spacer upright against the wall. Place the tile
you’ll cut directly over the last full tile. Place a
scribing tile against the spacer and over the
tile you’ll cut. Mark the tile and cut. Lay out
corner tiles the same way, putting the spacer
tile against each wall in turn.

STEP 3
MARK THE EDGE TILES

STEP 4
MARK CORNER CUTOUTS

Put a scribing tile
on top of that and
slide it against a
1/4" spacer at the
wall. Draw a line
on the tile you’ll cut
by tracing along
the edge of the
scribing tile. Lay
out the other half
with a straightedge. Put 1/4" spacers against
the corner wall, and put a straightedge along
the spacers. Draw a line along the
straightedge to lay out the cut on the tile (see
inset). Make the cut by guiding a utility knife
along the straightedge. Start the cut at what
will be the corner of the cutout and work
toward the edge.

Clean off the adhesive
as soon as you have
installed the tiles.
Latex-based adhesive
usually cleans up with
soap and water, but
read and follow the
directions on the can.
Don’t soak the floor—
it will ruin the glue
bond. Set the tiles
firmly in the adhesive
by rolling the floor in
both directions with a
floor roller. Install
baseboard, quarter-
round molding, or
both to cover the gap
at the edge of the
floor.

STEP 5
ROLL THE FLOOR

Lay out cuts for tiles that have to fit around an
outside corner with two tiles—the one you’ll cut
and a spacer tile. Start as if you were cutting a
border tile: Put the tile you’ll cut on top of the
last full tile in the row. 



LEARN HOW
TILE PREP

THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU FLOOR
SUBFLOORS

A SOLID FOUNDATION 

FOR MORE PROJECTS GO TO HOMEDEPOT.COM/PROJECTS

WOOD:
Double layer of plywood with a combined thickness
of at least 1"; or 3/4" wood covered by 1/4"
underlayment. Leave 1/32" gaps between sheets of
underlayment and keep the ends of the underlayment
at least 6 inches from the ends of the subfloor
panels. Fill all gaps, as well as the indentations left
by nails, and sand smooth.

EXISTING VINYL: 
Above grade, you can apply self-stick tile over
existing sheet vinyl as long as it is no more than 
one layer thick. Vinyl must be cleaned with the
manufacturer’s recommended wax-free product. Fill
existing embossed vinyl with an embossing leveler.

CONCRETE: 
May be applied directly to concrete above, 
below, or on grade. Floor must be clean, dry, and
structurally sound. Test for moisture and pH.

CERAMIC TILE: 
May be applied over ceramic tile. Abrade the
surface of the tile, fill grout lines, and level the
surface by pouring a latex-modified portland 
cement-based underlayment over the tile. Do not
apply over chipboard, wafer board, oriented strand
board, particleboard, or lauan. The floor must be
absolutely smooth, as any irregularities will show
through the vinyl. 

TRIM: 
Undercut door trim before installation. 
Remove shoe molding.

STORAGE:
Remove tile from carton and store materials in the room
for 48 hours before installation, keeping the room at a
minimum of 65 degrees during that time, as well as
during installation and for 48 hours afterward.

LOCATION: 
On, above, or below grade,

LEVEL/FLAT: 
Level is not an issue with most vinyl floors, but the floor
must be flat. If installing over embossed vinyl, fill the
pattern with an embossing leveler recommended by the
manufacturer.

MOISTURE: 
Test for both moisture and pH to make sure the floor
meets the manufacturer’s standards. Problems with
either will prevent the floor from bonding well.

PROJECT 
KNOW-HOW
Much of the vinyl tile sold
today has a peel-and-stick
backing. It’s a good
product that makes the 
job of installation a little
easier, which is why
homeowners love it.
Installing it is much like
installing other vinyl tiles,
except you have no
adhesive. What the
manufacturer’s directions
often fail to tell you,
however, is that you need
to prime the floor with a
latex floor primer first.
Unlike adhesive that you
trowel, the adhesive on
self-stick tiles never truly
dries. This seldom presents
a problem, as long as the
floor is properly primed.
The primer creates a
surface to which the
adhesive clings, an
especially important factor
when the subfloor is
porous plywood or
concrete. Like other vinyl
tiles, self-stick tiles vary
slightly in color from batch
to batch. To camouflage
any shifts in color,
alternate between two
boxes when applying the
tile. Have an empty box
handy to hold the paper
backing as you peel it off
the tiles.

1-2-3
YOUR STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

For other projects like this, please refer to
Flooring 1-2-3 available at your local
The Home Depot store.



LAYING SELF-STICK VINYL TILE
STEP 1

PREP THE FLOOR
STEP 2

PRIME THE FLOOR

FOR MORE PROJECTS GO TO HOMEDEPOT.COM/PROJECTS

You can apply self-stick vinyl over concrete or
a 1/4" plywood underlayment (other than
lauan). If you’re applying over concrete,
make sure it’s smooth and clean. If you’re
installing over any other subfloor, cover it 
with a 1/4" underlayment that’s smooth and
clean. Space the panels 1/32" apart and
stagger the seams. Fill the gaps with a filler
recommended by the tile manufacturer.

Snap chalk lines across the room to find the
center. Check for square with a 3-4-5 triangle
and move the end of one of the lines, if
necessary, to bring the lines into square. Lay
a trial run of tiles to gauge the size of the tiles
that will meet the wall. If they will be less than
half a tile wide, move lines as needed, until
the tiles at the edges are the same width on
both sides of the room.

STEP 3
MARK LAYOUT LINES

STEP 4
SET THE FIRST TILE

STEP 5
USE A STEPPED PATTERN

Buy the primer that the manufacturer
recommends or ask your retailer to recommend
one. It’s generally a thinner mixture that seals
the pores of the subfloor and creates a surface
that the tile will stick to easily. Apply it as
directed. A typical application requires two
coats—a coat diluted with water, followed by a
full-strength coat. Pour into a pan and apply it
with a long-handled roller.

Before you apply the first tile, flip it over and
look for arrows indicating grain direction.
Arrange the tiles so that all the arrows point
the same way, alternate, or face in random
directions (depending on the look you want).
Peel off the back and put the corner of the tile
at the intersection of the layout lines, and the
edges of the tile along the lines. When the tile
is in the right spot, press it against the subfloor
and press down the edges by rolling with a
wallpaper roller.

Work diagonally from one layout line to the
other, applying the tiles in a stepped pattern.
This helps to keep the floor square: Each tile
is nestled between two others. Apply as
shown, filling one quadrant of the floor before
going on to the next. Press down each tile
once it’s in place and roll the edges as
before. Roll the entire floor with a floor roller
when you’re done.


